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a b s t r a c t
This paper presents a feasibility study of using TCP-based MMS report gateway model for transmitting
type-1 messages over WAN. In IEC61850-90-5:2012, the Standard suggests to use UDP-based R-GOOSE
for exchanging the type-1 messages, i.e. trip signals and other fast messages defined in the Standard,
over WAN. However, due to the cyclic retransmission inherited from GOOSE, R-GOOSE messages are
repeatedly sent to the network and thus pose unnecessary traffic to the WAN. With the proposed
model, unnecessary re-transmissions can be eliminated. It can preserve bandwidth for more IEDs being
imposed on the existing smart grid. To achieve this task, two IEC61850-based gateways for translating
GOOSE Messages to and from the MMS report over WAN have been modeled and implemented. The
authors then make use of an HLA-complied co-simulation platform to simulate a distance protection
scenario through the gateways to investigate the communication latency with different links speed
and utilization rate of WAN. Simulated results show that the proposed MMS report gateway model
works well for different WAN link speed from DS3 to 1000BaseX. Simulation results further indicate
that introducing QoS control to the WAN routers is an effective method to warrant the latency for
satisfying the IEC61850 standard requirement. The result from this feasibility study reveals that the
TCP-based MMS report gateway model indeed can be used as an extended feature for transmitting
type-1 messages between substations over WAN. Furthermore, this method is suitable for connecting
more IEC61850-based DER to the existing smart grid involving WAN.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction
When the IEC61850 Standard was first published, it emphasized interoperability and interchangeability by unifying the communication protocol and modeling data of the IEDs [2]. The Standard suggests using GOOSE protocol for Type-1 Messages, i.e. trip
signals and other fast messages in the Standard [3]. It is a protocol built based on the publisher–subscriber model. With high
instantaneity, GOOSE is directly mapped to Ethernet frames [1].
Therefore, they are restricted be multicasted within the LAN of
the substation.
The scope of IEC61850 standard has been extended from intrasubstation communications to inter-substation communications
at a later stage [4]. Several application cases such as distance

✩ This work was supported by a grant from the Research Grants Council of the
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, China, through Project #11217320.
∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: eeshc@cityu.edu.hk (H.S.-H. Chung).

protection, inter-tripping, interlocking, and multi-phase autoreclosing are suggested in [4]. The standard also suggests several
inter-substation communication architectures, such as tunneling
and gateway architecture. In tunneling architecture, it is to connect the two substations such that they are in the same LAN.
For Gateway model, it is to introduce proxies in between the
substations to enable inter-substation communications.
Nevertheless, the GOOSE routing is not supported by Ethernet frames and hence is not supported for communication over
WAN. Inter-substation communications with GOOSE can only be
achieved with direct cabling even for long-distance applications
according to the Standard.
To enable trip signals and other fast messages transmission
through WAN, R-GOOSE was later introduced in [5], in which the
APDU of GOOSE message is encapsulated with UDP datagram. In
addition to the Standard, several research works related to this
topic have been reported in the literatures. For example, the feasibility of using R-GOOSE for specific inter-substation applications
was evaluated and reported in [6,7] and the performance of RGOOSE in terms of security was reviewed and described in [8,9].

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.segan.2022.100612
2352-4677/© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/bync-nd/4.0/).
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Type of Service
Transport Protocol Adaptation Layer
Unbuffered Report Control Block
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Fig. 1. GOOSE/R-GOOSE cyclic retransmission timing [1].

fast messages transmission without handshaking mechanism, and
hence reception of individual GOOSE/R-GOOSE message is not
guaranteed. To minimize the effect on receiving end due to possible message loss, GOOSE/R-GOOSE is designed with cyclic retransmission, which is to resend GOOSE/R-GOOSE messages from
time to time repeatedly. Fig. 1 shows the retransmission mechanism of GOOSE.
It should also be reminded that more and more energy sources
including biomass, photovoltaic systems, small hydropower
plants, wind turbines and other small scale DER are connected
to the smart grid [11]. In order to have information exchange
between the DER, IEC61850 has played an important role to standardize the communications for power system automation [11].
With R-GOOSE through WAN, immediate control functions can
be achieved [5,12,13] . This greatly increases the number of IEDs
multicasting R-GOOSE messages in the WAN. As there are more
IEDs using R-GOOSE multicasting different messages in the same
WAN, it may lower the grid performance during recovery due to
the following problems:

• There is no way for the sending end to have the message
reception status of the receiving end, sending end has no
way to detect communication network failure between the
receiving end
• Cyclic–retransmission causes unnecessary retransmissions
which will further stress the WAN traffic
These problems greatly affect the resilience of the grid or even
form a vicious cycle leading to an unrecoverable avalanche in
large-scale smart grid applications.
Furthermore, while implementing the inter-substation communication of type-1 messages for existing IEC61850-based substations, all the individual IEDs involved have to be upgraded
to support R-GOOSE. This hurdles standalone IEC61850-based
substation upgrading to be inter-connected. Therefore, it would
be desirable to have an approach without the need of upgrading
the existing devices when a new function is deployed.
To secure self-healing, smart grids should be operated with a
reliable communication protocol. Despite using redundant networks, e.g. PRP, the grid resilience can further be strengthened
by introducing a handshaking mechanism in IEC61850 Type1 messages. With a handshaking mechanism, the sending end
can have a clear knowledge from the receiving end to avoid
unnecessary messages retransmission. In the event of the sending
end lost contact with the receiving end, the sending end can
still perform necessary actions, e.g. self-healing, to resolve the
faulty situation [14]. Hence, the reliability and resilience of the
power system can be improved. In addition, this also allows
reserving the bandwidth for other protection-related IEDs by
eliminating unnecessary retransmissions, which shares the same

Name of proposed IEC61850 data models
GICB
GRCB
IRIG
IRRG

Control Blocks for Report Issuing Gateway
Control Blocks for Report Receiving
Gateway
Logical Node of MMS Report Issuing
Gateway
Logical Node of MMS Report Receiving
Gateway

Moreover, the use of tunneling architecture has been verified so
that both substations act as if they are within the same LAN [10].
With R-GOOSE using in WAN, it can be used to communicate
with multiple substations since it inherently supports multicasting, it works well in small-scale one-to-many applications.
However, it is known that R-GOOSE is based on GOOSE, which
was initially designed for intra-substation trip signals and other
2
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more DER connecting to the smart grid (possibly involves general WAN), using less WAN bandwidth is always advantageous,
especially during grid recovery.
Besides, with the proxy gateway, engineers can centralize the
WAN accessible servers’ management. These servers can then be
separated from the protection IEDs controlling the actuators and
centralized, for example, put them in a DMZ of the local substation subnet [15] and avoid the protection relay being exposed to
potential threats from WAN affecting the actuators.
In addition, while implementing the Type-1 message communication at IEC61850-based substations with gateway architecture, existing IEDs can remain untouched by adding a gateway at each substation, Type-1 messages can then be exchanged
between substations.
However, it is found from the literatures that the implementation details and guidelines of proxy gateway approach has not
been addressed, and yet much of the work and discussions have
been focused on using UDP based R-GOOSE Messages, which
mostly regarded as the de facto way to achieve the task. Proxy
Gateway approach seems to lose its own rights to play its role in
the inter-substation communications.
In this paper, the authors will present an MMS Report mechanism with the proxy gateway architecture to form the MMS
report gateway model. A simple distance protection scenario will
be used for evaluating the feasibility of the proposed model with
an HLA complied co-simulation platform. The authors will also
propose a paradigm of necessary IEC61850 data models to use the
MMS report gateway model for inter-substation communication.

Fig. 2. Substation-to-substation communication via proxy gateway [4].

2. Trip signal and fast message over MMS
MMS protocol belongs to the ISO9056 Standard. It is a TCPbased protocol. In smart grid applications, cybersecurity is one
of the major concerns. It has been proven that MMS messages
can be encrypted [16]. With encryption, MMS messages can be
transferred through WAN safely.
In the IEC61850 Standard, MMS handles the communication
between control centers and IEDs over TCP protocol [1]. The
MMS server provides service for the clients to exchange files
and read/write data. In the Standard, MMS also provides report
service. When there is a change in the data attribute of the
concerned dataset, the server will issue an event report to the
client.
In order to make use of the MMS report to transfer the status
change, a gateway IED should be set up at each substation to
translate the GOOSE Message to and from the MMS Report. In
order to minimize the overhead due to MMS server–client connection establishment, once the RRG is up, the IED will establish
an MMS connection to the RIG and reserved the corresponding
URCB in advance. According to the clause 17.2.4.4 of IEC61850-72:2010 [17], it mentioned, ‘‘If the two-party-application-association
to the client over which URCB (Unbuffered Report Control Block)
has been enabled is lost, the server shall set the attribute RptEna to
FALSE.’’ It demands the MMS server to shoulder the responsibility
of monitoring the aliveness of the corresponding remote client
while the URCB is subscribed. In case the association is broken,
the server should disable the URCB by setting the attribute RptEna
to FALSE. Therefore, for an MMS client to receive a report from the
MMS server, they must maintain an association with each other.
Moreover, it should be noted that MMS protocol is within the
application layer of the network stack while TCP is within the
transport layer of the same stack. In network applications designed with TCP protocol, as long as the application-layer session
is still associated with the remote end, the corresponding TCP
session does not end itself unless signaled by the upper layer.
Even though the TCP session is idled, it will still be maintained by

Fig. 3. Cisco substation reference architecture [15].

goal of implementing GOOSE/R-GOOSE with VLAN that make sure
only messages intended to other substations can make it to the
WAN.
In order to incorporate a handshaking mechanism to the message communication, TCP is adopted instead of using UDP. In the
Standard, MMS protocol was suggested to handle the communication between control centers and IEDs over TCP [1]. By using
MMS protocol in inter-substation communications, existing communication stack modules can conveniently be re-used, which
also complies with the goal of having the Standard.
To achieve the task, a gateway must be implemented to translate the GOOSE Messages to MMS messages. To enhance the
efficiency, the proxy gateway architecture suggested in the clause
8.2.3 of the IEC TR 61850-90-1:2010 [4] is adopted. Fig. 2 shows
the proxy gateway architecture proposed by the Standard. With
this architecture, gateway can provide other features to make
efficient use of the communication mechanism. In [4], it explains
with an example:
‘‘For GOOSE, only state changes might be actually transferred,
while the retransmissions with constant state information may be
filtered out at the sending side and the retransmissions are locally
re-created in the proxy.’’
The proxy gateway, hence, can selectively send the necessary
messages to the remote substation to ensure the efficient use
of WAN bandwidth. Although substations will not use a general
WAN but private WAN like MPLS WAN for transmitting tripping
or protection-related messages, more dedicated WAN bandwidth
means more cost. Moreover, there may be other applications that
are using the same WAN, for example, logging and monitoring
from remote control center [15]. Fig. 3 shows the reference network architecture designed by Cisco. In addition, with more and
3
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Table 1
PIXIT for association model in IEC 61 850 Ed 1 server interface in ABB670 and
650 series.
ID

Ed

Description

Value/Clarification

As2

1,2

TCP_KEEPALIVE value.
The recommended
range is 1..20 s

5 s

As3

1,2

Lost connection
detection time

15 s
Note:
TCP_KEEPIDLE = 10 s
TCP_KEEPCNT = 3
TCP_KEEPINIT = 10 s
TCP_KEEPINTVL = 5 s
10 s after association start to
begin sending keepalive, and 15 s
(3 * 5 s) to detect lost connection.

TCP_KEEPALIVE. Furthermore, in the Standard, keep-alive service
has not been provided in the association model at the application
layer [17], a reasonable inference can be drawn that the keepalive function is achieved by TCP at the transport layer with
the TCP_KEEPALIVE, it is a TCP native function that when the
TCP session is idled for a specific period, the server will then
send an ACK TCP segment to the clients as a probe message.
If the remote client receives the probe, it replies with an ACK
segment. The connection is considered dead if the server does not
receive any replies after sending several probes [18]. Therefore,
the TCP_KEEPALIVE function can serve as a heartbeat for the
MMS association. According to clause 6.2.3.2.1 of IEC61850-81:2011 [1], it has been clearly stated, ‘‘The TCP_KEEPALIVE function
according to RFC 1122 shall be implemented. The value of the maximum time before a lost connection is detected shall be documented in
seconds in the PIXIT (Protocol Implementation eXtra Information).’’
as part of the implementation agreement of TCP/IP T-Profile in
the Standard. Regarding the PIXIT document from different vendors [19–21], the TCP_KEEPALIVE function is included in their
association model. These provide evidence for the inference mentioned above. Table 1 shows part of the association model of
ABB670 and 650 series stated in the PIXIT document [19].
Hence, with TCP_KEEPALIVE as the heartbeat for the MMS
association, it can serve as the heartbeat signal to check the
reachability between substations in the proposed model. Therefore, the proposed model is able to provide the same reliability
of message delivery as R-GOOSE. It also provides another proof
for the corresponding TCP session should be maintained until the
client unsubscribes the URCB.
Furthermore, the proposed model is based on traditional TCP
protocol, it can be implemented with PRP. Upper layer applications, like TCP-based MMS, should be able to handle occasional
duplicate frames [22]. With PRP and the proposed model, extra
assurance is provided to the resilience of smart grid. Fig. 4 illustrates the overall communication mechanism of report gateway
model while Fig. 5 shows that of R-GOOSE between substations.
By comparing both figures, unnecessary retransmission can be
eliminated with the proposed model.
In the proposed model, as RIG has to receive GOOSE Messages
from the GP, the RIG should subscribe to the GOOSE messages
from the publisher. To allow the GS to receive the GOOSE Message from RRG, the GS should subscribe to the GOOSE messages
published by the RRG. During the translation, instead of encapsulating the whole GOOSE message, the RIG selects only the data
attributes that are of interest to Substation B and translates them
to the MMS report.
RIG will translate the GOOSE Message from GP to an MMS
report which will then be sent to RRG. Once the RRG receives
the report, it will publish a GOOSE message to Substation B. At
the same time, RRG will send a TCP ACK segment to RIG to

Fig. 4. Communication mechanism using report gateway model [1].

Fig. 5. Communication mechanism using R-GOOSE [3].

indicate its reception. In case if RIG does not receive the ACK
segment within a pre-defined period, the RIG will resend the
MMS report. It should be noted that typical TCP RTO is in the
order of seconds, the RTO should be specifically configured to
fulfill the requirement stated in the standard in order to warrant
the mechanism. However, if RRG successfully receives the report,
only one report is issued for each status change.
Furthermore, as opposed to the original design of Routable
GOOSE based on UDP, the proposed model is built on top of TCP.
However, TCP does not inherently support multicasting, a similar
function needs to be implemented in the application layer by
instantiating a RIG and control blocks instance for each RRG at
remote substation. This will introduce additional computational
resources and processing delay in the application layer.
Since the TCP-based MMS protocol does not inherently support multicasting, the proposed implementation requires to
maintain a TCP session between each RIG/RRG pair. Nevertheless,
as the number of involved substations increases, the computation power of RIGs and RRGs could be exhausted due to either
forwarding messages to multiple RRGs or receiving messages
from multiple RIGs. For the message issuing side, the workload
can be partitioned by employing multiple RIGs in a substation,
each responsible for forwarding messages towards a subset of all
subscribing RRGs.
Likewise, for message receiving side, the workload can be
partitioned by employing multiple RRGs in a substation, each
responsible for receiving messages from a subset of all publishing
4
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Table 2
GICB class attribute definition.

Table 3
GICB class service definition.

Attribute name

Attribute type

Value/Explanation

Service

Description

GICBName

ObjectName

Instance name of an instance of
GICB

GetGICBValues

Retrieve the attributes of a GICB

SetGICBValues

Write the attributes of a GICB

GICBRef

ObjectReference

Path-name of an instance of GICB

SendRIGGOOSEMessage

To proxy the request to the target GoCB to
provide SendGOOSEMessage service

LNRef

ObjectReference

r/w

Path-name of the IRIG

GetRIGGoReference

To proxy the request to the target GoCB to
provide GetGoReference service

URCBRef

ObjectReference

r/w

Path-name of the URCB for issuing
the report

GetRIGGOOSEElementNumber

To proxy the request to the target GoCB to
provide GetGOOSEElementNumber service

GICBEna

BOOLEAN

r/w

Enabled (TRUE) |
Disabled (FALSE)

GetRIGGoCBValues

To proxy the request to the target GoCB to
provide GetGoCBValues service

SrcPhyAddress

PHYCOMADDR

r/w

Source Physical Address of
subscribed GOOSE Messages

SetRIGGoCBValues

To proxy the request to the target GoCB to
provide SetGoCBValues service

SrcIPAddress

VISIBLE
STRING15

r/w

IP Address of the IED publishing
the GOOSE Messages

GoCBRef

ObjectReference

r/w

GoCB Reference of subscribed
GOOSE Message

numOfAttr

INT8

r/w

Number of Attributes to be
included in the report

updated

BOOLEAN

r/w

r

Table 4
GRCB class attribute definition.

First GOOSE message received
(TRUE) |
No GOOSE message received
(FALSE)

RIGs. If the grid further scale-up, engineers can also introduce a
load balancer to ensure stability.
In short, both R-GOOSE and the proposed method perform
similarly during normal operation; both send messages/TCP segments to the remote end even when there is no status change.
However, during grid recovery, R-GOOSE needs to burst the UDP
datagrams into the network to ensure reception by remote end
with cyclic retransmission, regardless successful reception by remote end or not. In contrast, if the proposed model is used, there
will be handshaking between the local and remote ends since
MMS is based on TCP. Only with handshaking, the unnecessary
retransmissions can be eliminated. Hence, bandwidth can then
be preserved.
To achieve this task, each functionality is modeled into LNs
[23]. With the data models proposed in this paper, the RRG
and RIG can then be configured with SCL files accordingly. In
this implementation, the IED gateways are modeled as two LNs,
i.e., IRIG for the RIG and IRRG for the RRG. Moreover, each IRIG
and IRRG also comes with its own control block [17], i.e., the GICB
and GRCB. Each pair of IRRG and IRIG is designed for a single
specific GoCB. In case that the IEDs in a substation are subscribing
to GOOSE from different GoCBs in another substation, multiple
pairs of IRRG and IRIG should be instantiated. Nevertheless, only
a pair of IRRG and IRIG is required if multiple IEDs are subscribing
messages from a single GoCB in a remote substation.

Attribute name

Attribute type

GRCBName

ObjectName

r/w

Value/Explanation
Instance name of an instance of
GRCB

GRCBRef

ObjectReference

Path-name of an instance of GRCB

LNRef

ObjectReference

r/w

GRCBEna

BOOLEAN

r/w

Enabled (TRUE) | Disabled (FALSE)

RmtIPAddress

VISIBLE
STRING15

r/w

IP Address of RIG

GICBRef

ObjectReference

r/w

Path-name of the remote GICB

GoCBRef

ObjectReference

r

GoCB Reference on remote
substation of subscribed GOOSE
Message

Updated

BOOLEAN

r

The first report received (TRUE) |
No Report received (FALSE)

Path-name of the IRRG

Table 5
GRCB class service definition.

2.1. IEC61850 data modeling —GICB
GICB allows engineers to configure the IED and the GoCB at
local substation that this control block is subscribing to and to
associate the GICB with local URCB. It also provides necessary
proxy services for the remote client. Tables 2 and 3 show the
proposed data model of GICB.

Service

Description

GetGRCBValues

Retrieve the attributes of a GRCB

SetGRCBValues

Write the attributes of a GRCB

SendRRGGOOSEMessage

To proxy the request to the target GoCB to
provide SendGOOSEMessage service

GetRRGGoReference

To proxy the request to the target GoCB
through the corresponding RIG to provide
GetGoReference service

GetRRGGOOSEElementNumber

To proxy the request to the target GoCB
through the corresponding RIG to provide
GetGOOSEElementNumber service

GetRRGGoCBValues

To proxy the request to the target GoCB
through the corresponding RIG to provide
GetGoCBValues service

SetRRGGoCBValues

To proxy the request to the target GoCB
through the corresponding RIG to provide
SetGoCBValues service

2.3. IEC61850 data modeling — IRIG and IRRG
In order to issue reports and GOOSE messages, IRIG and IRRG
must be instantiated. They are used to provide data attributes being associated with the dataset. The dataset is then be associated
with the URCB for IRIG and GoCB for IRRG. IRIG and IRRG contain
data objects which are composed of data attributes holding the
status information for report issuing or GOOSE messages publishing. To simplify the design, both LNs are designed to hold the data

2.2. IEC61850 data modeling —GRCB
GRCB allows engineers to configure the RIG and remote GICB
that the current control block is connecting to and to associate
the GRCB with local GoCB. It also provides proxy service for the
GS. Tables 4 and 5 show the proposed data model of GRCB.
5
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Table 6
GRD class attribute definition.
Data attribute name

Type

DataName

Inherited from GenDataObject Class
or from GenSubDataObject Class [17].

FC

stVal
q
t
stValRef
qRef
tRef

BOOLEANa
Quality
TimeStamp
ObjectReference
ObjectReference
ObjectReference

ST
ST
ST
CF
CF
CF

TrgOp

dchg, dupd
Qchg

M /O/C

M
M
M
M
M
M

a

Engineers should change the data type if GP is not representing the concerned
status with Boolean.
Table 7
IRIG and IRRG class definition.
Data object name

Data class

LNName
St[1..Na ]

Explanation

M/O/C

LN name according to [17]
GRD

Holds the status object
reference and values.

M

a

N should be less than the maximum data attributes that a URCB and GoCB
dataset can hold.

object instantiated from the same data class, GRD. However, to
distinguish their differences in functionality, they are separated
into two logical nodes. Tables 6 and 7 show the proposed data
models of IRIG and IRRG.
To enable the report issuing functionality, it should be noted
that engineers not only have to set the GICBEna attribute in the
GICB block to ‘‘true’’ but also fill in the object reference of the
corresponding status into the GRD data object of IRIG.

Fig. 6. Co-simulator inter-federate communication model.

OPNET is a communication network simulator providing tools
to model the behavior of different network instruments and protocols [27]. It can provide specific operational data, for example,
packet delay and link/node utilization rate.
CyberPhyJava is an execution driven simulator developed by
the authors to simulate distributed and concurrent Java software.
Four open-source libraries, JGOOSE, JNETPCAP, OPENIEC61850,
and Java.net [28–31] are incorporated into the simulator. JGOOSE
is responsible for marshaling/un-marshaling data objects to/from
GOOSE messages. JNETPCAP is responsible for sending/receiving
Ethernet
frames
containing
the
marshaled
message.
OPENIEC61850 is responsible for handling the SCL and providing
an unbuffered MMS report service. The library can read in an
existing SCL file and configure the IED according to the file.
Java.net is responsible for handling the TCP connection between
the MMS servers and clients in the simulation.
During the simulation, an instance of CyberPhyJava Simulator
is instantiated to simulate for each IED and each instance is
implemented with specific control logic. Since each simulated IED
is situated in a virtual environment, it can only interact with the
simulated electrical system through sensor and actuator channels
and communicate with IED peers through the communication
network simulated by the OPNET federate.
To synchronize the simulation federates and implement the
communication model mentioned, each of them is interfaced
with the co-simulator core. The infrastructure of the co-simulator
core is shown in Fig. 7. The services can be requested by a federate
through its Federate Ambassador, and the effects triggered by
HLA services are incurred back to the federate through the RTI
Ambassador. Since the RTI is distributed across the network,
the entire co-simulation session can be scattered over multiple
computers and executes concurrently.

3. Co-simulation platform
To prove the feasibility of inter-substation communication
with MMS protocol, a co-simulation platform has been developed
by the authors. The co-simulator has been used for simulating
IEC61850-based Microgrid operation [24]. The platform is further enhanced to support GOOSE, TCP, and MMS protocols. The
Co-simulation framework complies with the IEEE 1516 – HighLevel Architecture Standard. The HLA standard was developed
to facilitate the reuse and interoperation of simulation software.
It specifies the templates for the declaration, management, data
distribution, and supportive functions of a co-simulation environment. The HLA also specifies time-management services for the
enforcement of causality constraints. According to this Standard,
a distributed middleware platform named Runtime Infrastructure
is used to provide services as specified in the HLA standard [25,
26]. With this, all logical timelines of different federates are
aligned during the co-simulation process. As a result, causality
constraints are enforced to guarantee the simulation results to be
deterministic and repeatable.
There are three different federates in the platform,
PSCAD/EMTDC, OPNET, and CyberPhyJava. Each federates responsible for modeling and simulating a part of the smart grid. The
Inter-federate communication model of the co-simulator used in
this study is shown in Fig. 6.
PSCAD/EMTDC is an electromagnetic transient simulator. Unlike phasor domain simulators, PSCAD/EMTDC simulates the
time-domain behavior of electrical systems. All the electrical
devices are modeled with this federate for simulation. The corelation of the latency in the communication network and the
V-I response in the power network can be evaluated. Inside the
electrical system, sensors and actuators channels are connected
such that the plant can be monitored and controlled by IEDs.

3.1. Interfacing OPNET with CyberPhyJava simulators
Both OPNET and CyberPhyJava simulators have their internal
models representing the state of a network node, which must
6
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Fig. 8. Electric network topology of the scenario.

Fig. 7. Co-simulator core infrastructure.

be bridged such that the presence of information/events on one
side is reflected on the other side, and the states of both models
are kept consistent. For this purpose, the authors have developed virtual networking libraries for CyberPhyJava simulators and
adaptation process models for OPNET, i.e. TCP/IP and IEC61850
GOOSE Processor [24,32,33].
The principle of a virtual networking library is to replicate the
API of a real-world networking library and act as a drop-in replacement for the real-world library. Instead of performing actual
operations, the virtual library translates the operation into equivalent events understandable by OPNET and forwards the event to
the adaptation process models of the corresponding OPNET node.
Vice versa, the adaptation process models translate OPNET events
into equivalent network operations for the virtual library. The
interactions between virtual network library and adaptation process models are done via the HLA’s objects/interactions exchange
services through RTI.
As mentioned, two types of communications are conducted
between IEDs: (i) TCP-based MMS messaging; and (ii) Ethernetbased GOOSE messaging. Separated sets of virtual network libraries and adaptation process models were developed to interface these two types of communications, which are described in
the following subsections.

Fig. 9. Communication network topology of the scenario.

4. Scenario: distance protection
Conventional distance protection schemes are designed for
unidirectional power flow and static fault current and they are no
longer suitable for protection systems with DGs and DER within
micro/smart grid [34]. To overcome the challenge and adapt
to the dynamicity, researchers started to implement communication alongside traditional distance protection schemes [35].
DUTT scheme has been developed by using this approach [36].
However, the implementation based on R-GOOSE over WAN will
involve unnecessary retransmission due to absence of reception
status at the remote end. In order to provide acknowledgment of
message reception, the authors have designed a simple scenario
to evaluate if DUTT is feasible with an MMS report gateway model
over WAN.
In order to examine the applicability of the MMS protocol over
WAN with the introduction of IED MMS Report Issuing/Receiving
Gateways, a simple electric network shown in Fig. 8 is used for
studying the scenario of distance protection. The grid is operated
at 400 kV 60 Hz. Both CB0 and CB1 are distance relays situated
in two substations with a distance of 200 km apart. Each relay is connected with an IEC61850-based IED with data model
described in Section 2.
Fig. 9 shows the communication network involving WAN
between the two substations. Each substation is connected to
WAN through the RRG and RIG, respectively. All intra-substation
communications are handled by 1000BaseX Ethernet links and
switches with a packet switching rate of 14.88 Mpps [37]. Moreover, the backbone of WAN is modeled by nine commercially
available routers with a packet forwarding rate of 3.4 Mpps [38].
The link distances are ranged from 20 km to 38 km, 27 km on
average.
The distance protection scenario involves a ground fault occurred on the electric network. Initially, both CB0 and CB1 are
closed. At t = 33.0 s, a single-phase to ground fault is introduced
at distance protection zone 1 of CB0 and zone 2 of CB1. When
IED_CB0 detects the fault, CB0 will first be tripped, then tripping
CB1 by issuing trip signal to CB1.
Fig. 10 shows the data modeling of all IEDs involved in the
scenario. To issue a trip signal to CB1, IED_CB0 firstly updates the
value of IED_CB0/PSCH1$ST$ TxTr$ general from ‘‘false’’ to ‘‘true’’.
A GOOSE message is then published through the subnet in
Substation 0. This message is then translated to MMS Report
by IED_RIG and then sent to IED_RIG via a 113-byte TCP segment. Upon receiving the report, IED_RRG translates the report

3.2. Virtualizing TCP-based MMS communications
The OPENIEC61850 MMS library was built with Java’s native
networking APIs, namely the java.net package, which enables TCP
socket programming.
The virtualized java.net library replicates the standard socket
programming API and maps function invocations into 6 types of
TCP network requests: (1) Create socket, (2) Connect to remote
socket, (3) Listen on socket, (4) Send data, (5) Close connection,
(6) Abort connection. These events can be handled by OPNET’s
built-in TPAL. In the built-in TPAL, Reno TCP is used by default.
3.3. Virtualizing Ethernet-based JGOOSE communications
The JGOOSE was built with JNETPCAP, which is an open-source
library that allows Java Programs to send data directly to the
Ethernet network through the NIC. In order to work with the
Co-simulation platform, JGOOSE and JNETPCAP are virtualized to
redirect the Ethernet Frames composed by the libraries to the
simulated network in OPNET.
Moreover, an Ethernet process model was implemented in
each workstation of OPNET, representing an IED to handle the
network request and indication for sending and receiving an
Ethernet Frame in the simulated network.
7
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Fig. 10. IEC61850 modeling of IEDs in the scenario.

to GOOSE message and publishes it to IED_CB1 over the subnet
in Substation 1, as mentioned in Section 2.
According to the IEC61850 Standard [4], the trip signal sending
to an adjacent substation should not exceed the following time
requirements depending on the functional requirement:
TR1 ≤ 4 ms;
TR2 ≤ 10 ms;
TR3 ≤ 15 ms;
TR4 ≤ 20 ms;
TR5 > 20 ms.
The feasibility of the proposed MMS report gateway model for
trip signal is determined by whether the latency of the trip signal
being sent from IED_CB0 to IED_CB1 meets the most stringent
case, i.e.TR1 (≤4 ms).

Fig. 11. ‘‘ethernet4_slip8_gtway_adv’’ node model architecture.

extracted from the ‘‘Model Architecture: Ethernet’’ in [27], ‘‘ethernet_mac_v2’’ is implemented to handle media access control
of Ethernet Connections. It should be noted that Ethernet link
models can be used to connect two router models as confirmed
by Riverbed [44]. In addition, there are also 8 pairs of point-topoint receiver and transmitter that supports the packet format
‘‘ip_dgram_v4’’ in this router model. Therefore, this router model
can connect up to 4 servers and routers through Ethernet Connections by Ethernet Link Models as well as 8 routers and servers
through PPP links, which includes the DS3 Link Model used in the
simulation.
With regard to the distance over WAN communication, it
should be noted that the ‘‘Ethernet Connections’’ and ‘‘DS3 Connections’’ here refer to the connections that communicate
through the ‘‘ethernet_v2’’ and ‘‘ip_dgram_v4’’ packet format
respectively, but not necessarily limited to its medium of transmission, such as Ethernet copper-wire cables. Practically, fiberbased 100/1000Base-ZX products can span up to 70 km [45,46],
exceeding the longest Ethernet link (38 km) used in the simulation scenarios. In addition, in case if a longer transmission
distance is required, repeaters or Optical Media Converters can
be used to prolong the maximum cable distance [47,48].
Moreover, network performance is subjected to many factors like temperature and humidity affecting the transmission
medium; these factors cannot be reflected in the simulation. In
order for the inter-substation communication to have similar or
even better performance as in the simulation, the OPNET’s predefined ‘‘Minimum Propagation Speed’’, i.e. 175 500 km/s, which
is lower than most of the transmission medium widely deployed
by most ISP, was used so that factors not reflected in the simulation can be considered. In such a way, extra timing flexibility is
provided when implementing the proposed model on substations.

5. Simulation results
In order to investigate the impact of the network traffic to the
message latency, different speed of WAN links, i.e., 1000BaseX (1
Gbps), 100BaseX (100 Mbps), and DS3 (45 Mbps), are applied to
the same distance protection scenario for examining their latency
while the intra-substation links are kept the same for all test
cases. It should be noted that the DS3 is a rather old standard for
PSTN and can be interfaced to routers in WAN with commercially
available T3 network module [39]. In order to obtain a better
insight of how the latency is being affected by WAN network
traffic, 4 different link utilization rates of 0%, 20%, 40%, 60% and
80% will be simulated. In addition, Layer-3 ToS-based QoS is also
considered.
5.1. Link definition and issues
Ethernet has recently emerged to support not just LAN but also
networks in various scale, for example the Ethernet WAN [40,41].
Moreover, Ethernet is becoming a common transmission media
in WAN [42] and interfaces devices are commercially available to
enable routers interconnections [43].
In order to safeguard the validity of our simulation outcomes,
the OPNET ‘‘1000BaseX_adv’’ and ‘‘100BaseX_adv’’ for Ethernet
link models, modified DS3 model based on PPP_DS3_int are used
for connecting routers based on the ‘‘ethernet4_slip8_gtway_adv’’
node model.
Fig. 11 shows part of the ‘‘ethernet4_slip8_gtway_adv’’ node
model architecture. In the ‘‘ethernet4_slip8_gtway_adv’’ process
model, there are 4 ‘‘ethernet_mac_v2’’ models. With reference to
Table 8, which is the summary of OPNET Ethernet Process Models
8
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Table 8
Opent Ethernet process models [27].

Table 10
1000BASEX link with 80% utilization rate event trace.

Name

Location

Summary

ID

eth_defer_v2

Deference
module

Performs carrier sensing and computes the
deference variable.

eth_gen_v2

Higher
layer
module

Provides a simple example of higher-layer
interfacing with the Ethernet MAC protocol.
The process generates packets to the other
stations on the LAN.

ethernet_hub_v2

Hub
module

Implements the Ethernet hub functions
such as collision detection.

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

ethernet_mac_v2

MAC
module

Performs media access control for the
Ethernet interface in a 10BaseT, 100BaseT,
or 1000BaseX configuration. The module
can operate in either half or full duplex
mode, and if operating at gigabit Ethernet
speed, can have frame bursting either
enabled or disabled.

eth_mac_v2

MAC
module

Performs media access control for the
Ethernet interface in a 10Base2
configuration.

eth_sink_v2

Higher
layer
module

Provides a simple example of higher-layer
interfacing with the Ethernet MAC protocol.
The process simply discards arriving
packets.

14.88 ×
27 km

106

+8×

175500 km/s
= 1.2342 ms

+

CB0
CB0
RIG
RIG
RRG
RRG
CB1
CB1

Single-phase fault occurs at CB0 zone 1
CB0/PSCH: Distance protection started
GOOSE: Transfer trip
GOOSE: Transfer trip
MMS report: Transfer trip to CB1
MMS report: Transfer trip to CB1
GOOSE: Transfer trip
GOOSE: Transfer trip
CB1/PSCH: Transfer trip received

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

the two substations, and tripping actions of CB0 and CB1. The
latency time is the time difference between events ID 2 and ID
7, representing the trip signal receiving time of CB1 after CB0
tripped. The latency is 1.7588 ms, which is about 0.1055 power
cycles (for a frequency of 60 Hz).
Table 11 and Fig. 12 show the simulation results of the latency
of Trip signal from CB0 to CB1 for different WAN link speeds and
link utilization rates. Throughout the simulation, no packet lost
was recorded. When comparing the expected minimum ETE delay
of 1.2342 ms with the simulation results shown in Table 11, it
not only validates the simulation results but also justifies that
the proposed MMS report gateway model is suitable for the
application of IEC61850 Inter-substation Type-1 Messaging, with
1000Base-ZX link. In addition, it is clear that the WAN link DS3
(a rather slow speed for today’s WAN scenario) is unable to meet
the latency requirement for utilization rate over 60%. For a more
realistic speed of 1 Gbps WAN link, the latencies are all less than
1.7588 ms across the utilization rate from 0% to 80%, which satisfy
TR1.
From this simulation study, it is concluded that without QoS,
the WAN link of DS3 can only satisfy TR1 of the IEC61850 Standard when the utilization rate is around 60%, whereas the 100BaseX can meet the requirement even for a high utilization rate
up to 80%. The 1000BaseX satisfies the Standard with substantial
much less latency, expect to be less than 2 ms for utilization rate
higher than 80%.

3.4 Mpps
14.88 Mpps
27 km
7
Negligible
1
175 500 km/s
1272 bits

+7×

Remarks

33.0
33.008009999
33.008009999
33.008079444
33.008079444
33.009698595
33.009698595
33.009768807
33.009768807

1000BaseX 1.6382 ms 1.6479 ms 1.6702 ms 1.6947 ms 1.7588 ms
WAN
100BaseX 1.7411 ms 1.8520 ms 2.0044 ms 2.8793 ms 3.9675 ms
Links
DS3
1.9757 ms 1.9771 ms 2.2312 ms 3.5713 ms 7.0184 ms

The proposed report gateway model ensures the model meets
the timing requirement stated in [4] by making all the necessary
initial negotiations in advance. In such a way, only a single TCP
segment is sent per status change. For the simulation cases described in this paper, the trip signal is framed by a TCP segment
with 113 bytes, 1272 bits in total in terms of Ethernet Frame are
sent from the RIG to RRG.
Table 9 shows the parameters of various components used in
the simulated network, the ETE delay can be estimated for the
1000 Mbps Ethernet without QoS.
The expected minimum ETE delay is given in the following:
1

Time (t)

Info
Trip
Send
Recv.
Send
Recv.
Send
Recv.
Trip

Link utilization rate

5.2. Expected minimum ETE delay

Exp. Min. ETEDelay = 2 ×

Type

Table 11
Total latency of trip signal without QOS control.

Table 9
Simulated network parameters in 1000 Mbps Ethernet without QOS.
Packet forwarding rate of routers
Packet switching rate of switches
Average link length
Average number of hops a packet travels
Distance of IEDs in substation
Number of frames requires per MMS Report
Speed of propagation
Size of Ethernet frame

IED

1

5.4. Simulation cases with QOS control

3.4 × 106
1272 bits

For data network communication, QoS control is a way to improve the delay and packet loss rate. Critical applications such as
inter-substation communication can adopt QoS control to assure
message transfer when the network is congested. The simulations
in Section 3.2 are repeated with QoS control and all WAN routers
are configured with ToS based priority queuing. All background
traffic is put at the best effort class while the trip signal is put at
the network control class.
Simulation results are shown in Table 12 and Fig. 13. It is clear
that all three different WAN links satisfy the TR1 requirement
for utilization rate up to 80%. Even for the slowest speed link of
DS3, it may still well satisfy the Standard requirement for higher
utilization rate, i.e. the DS3 based network does not require an
upgrade. The latency for all conditions is ranged from 1.6382 ms

1000 × 106

The calculated minimum expected ETE delay is used to justify
the simulation result. In other words, the simulation is trustable
only if the simulated result has a larger delay than the minimum
expected ETE.
5.3. Simulation cases without QOS control
With the fault occurs at t = 33.0 s, Table 10 shows the detailed
event trace for the 1 Gbps link with 80% utilization rate. Events
ID from 1 to 8 denote the GOOSE/MMS reports transfer between
9
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Fig. 12. Total latency of trip signal without QoS control.

Fig. 13. Total latency of trip signal with QoS control.

On one hand, proper handshaking mechanism of MMS Report
enables sending end to have reception status of the receiving end,
sending end will make retransmissions only when necessary. On
the other hand, this method is implemented by simply deploying
gateways at both sending and receiving ends with proper data
models, existing IEC61850-based IEDs can remain untouched.
This lowers the cost for upgrading substations to facilitate intersubstation communications, as well as to introduce new DER to
the smart grid. The proposed approach has been tested with a cosimulation platform in compliance with the HLA Standard with
guaranteed causality. Simulation study on the latency of intersubstation communication over MMS for a distance protection
scenario is presented. The simulations cover a wide range of
different WAN speed links as well as utilization rates. Simulation results reveal that the proposed gateway model is feasible
for modern network with sufficient bandwidth and the latency
fulfills the IEC61850 standard requirement, especially with QoS.
In the case of narrow bandwidth, QoS control can be enforced
to improve the latency without the need of upgrading the network. Therefore, the MMS report gateway model is feasible as
an extended feature for transmitting type-1 messages between
substations over WAN. Finally, with the proposed model, it allows
more IEDs being imposed on the existing smart grid, which in
turn facilitates more DER being integrated into smart grids.

Table 12
Total latency of trip signal with QOS control.
Link utilization rate
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

1000BaseX 1.6382 ms 1.6566 ms 1.6516 ms 1.6558 ms 1.6734 ms
WAN
100 BaseX 1.7411 ms 1.7460 ms 1.8219 ms 1.8478 ms 2.8901 ms
Links
DS3
1.9757 ms 2.0202 ms 2.0560 ms 2.8803 ms 3.4405 ms

to 3.4405 ms, which is 0.098 to 0.206 power cycles, no packet loss
was recorded. Comparing Figs. 12 and 13, it is noted that when
the link utilization rate is below 40%, the latency is almost the
same for both situations with and without QoS control. However,
when the link utilization reaches 60%, the latency for both DS3
and 100BaseX WAN links are significantly reduced to meet the
standard requirement. This indicates that imposing QoS control
to WAN routers can warrant the latency to fulfill the TR1 of the
IEC61850 Standard across various utilization rates.
6. Conclusion
The IEC61850 standard proposes that proxy gateway is a possible architecture for inter-substation communications. However,
much of the work have been focused on using UDP-based RGOOSE.
This paper presents a paradigm of necessary IEC61850 data
models to use the MMS report gateway model as an extended
feature for inter-substation communications via WAN such that
IEC61850 standard can be integrated to WAN seamlessly. The
MMS protocol belongs to TCP, which comes with handshaking
mechanism, and hence can warrant message reception in a reliable manner as well as eliminating unnecessary retransmissions,
which shares the same goal of implementing GOOSE/R-GOOSE
with VLAN to make sure that only messages intended to other
substations can make it to the WAN. Moreover, with the rising
deployment of DER, more and more IEDs will be connected to
the smart grid. It increases the number of messages being exchanged in WAN. Therefore, using less WAN bandwidth is always
advantageous, especially during grid recovery.
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